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• Introduction to data center networking

• What do DC applications look like?

• What does “typical” DC traffic look like?
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How a Web search works
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How a Web search works
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Scatter-gather traffic pattern
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Extremely short response deadlines for each server — 10ms
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“Up to 150 stages, degree of 40, path lengths of 10 or more”

Request

Response
Image source:  Talk on “Speeding up Distributed Request-Response Workflows” 

by Virajith Jalaparti at ACM SIGCOMM’13



Benson Kua [CC BY-SA 2.0] via Wikimedia



Other Web application traffic
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Abstract: Memcached is a well known, simple, in-

memory caching solution. This paper describes how

Facebook leverages memcached as a building block to

construct and scale a distributed key-value store that

supports the world’s largest social network. Our system

handles billions of requests per second and holds tril-

lions of items to deliver a rich experience for over a bil-

lion users around the world.

1 Introduction

Popular and engaging social networking sites present

significant infrastructure challenges. Hundreds of mil-

lions of people use these networks every day and im-

pose computational, network, and I/O demands that tra-

ditional web architectures struggle to satisfy. A social

network’s infrastructure needs to (1) allow near real-

time communication, (2) aggregate content on-the-fly

from multiple sources, (3) be able to access and update

very popular shared content, and (4) scale to process

millions of user requests per second.

We describe how we improved the open source ver-

sion of memcached [14] and used it as a building block to

construct a distributed key-value store for the largest so-

cial network in the world. We discuss our journey scal-

ing from a single cluster of servers to multiple geograph-

ically distributed clusters. To the best of our knowledge,

this system is the largest memcached installation in the

world, processing over a billion requests per second and

storing trillions of items.

This paper is the latest in a series of works that have

recognized the flexibility and utility of distributed key-

value stores [1, 2, 5, 6, 12, 14, 34, 36]. This paper fo-

cuses on memcached—an open-source implementation

of an in-memory hash table—as it provides low latency

access to a shared storage pool at low cost. These quali-

ties enable us to build data-intensive features that would

otherwise be impractical. For example, a feature that

issues hundreds of database queries per page request

would likely never leave the prototype stage because it

would be too slow and expensive. In our application,

however, web pages routinely fetch thousands of key-

value pairs from memcached servers.

One of our goals is to present the important themes

that emerge at different scales of our deployment. While

qualities like performance, efficiency, fault-tolerance,

and consistency are important at all scales, our experi-

ence indicates that at specific sizes some qualities re-

quire more effort to achieve than others. For exam-

ple, maintaining data consistency can be easier at small

scales if replication is minimal compared to larger ones

where replication is often necessary. Additionally, the

importance of finding an optimal communication sched-

ule increases as the number of servers increase and net-

working becomes the bottleneck.

This paper includes four main contributions: (1)

We describe the evolution of Facebook’s memcached-

based architecture. (2) We identify enhancements to

memcached that improve performance and increase

memory efficiency. (3) We highlight mechanisms that

improve our ability to operate our system at scale. (4)

We characterize the production workloads imposed on

our system.

2 Overview
The following properties greatly influence our design.

First, users consume an order of magnitude more con-

tent than they create. This behavior results in a workload

dominated by fetching data and suggests that caching

can have significant advantages. Second, our read op-

erations fetch data from a variety of sources such as

MySQL databases, HDFS installations, and backend

services. This heterogeneity requires a flexible caching

strategy able to store data from disparate sources.

Memcached provides a simple set of operations (set,

get, and delete) that makes it attractive as an elemen-

tal component in a large-scale distributed system. The

open-source version we started with provides a single-

machine in-memory hash table. In this paper, we discuss

how we took this basic building block, made it more ef-

ficient, and used it to build a distributed key-value store

that can process billions of requests per second. Hence-

USENIX NSDI, 2013

95th percentile: 1740 distinct  memcache fetches
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Hadoop
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ABSTRACT
Large cloud service providers have invested in increasingly

larger datacenters to house the computing infrastructure re-

quired to support their services. Accordingly, researchers

and industry practitioners alike have focused a great deal of

effort designing network fabrics to efficiently interconnect

and manage the traffic within these datacenters in perfor-

mant yet efficient fashions. Unfortunately, datacenter oper-

ators are generally reticent to share the actual requirements

of their applications, making it challenging to evaluate the

practicality of any particular design.

Moreover, the limited large-scale workload information

available in the literature has, for better or worse, heretofore

largely been provided by a single datacenter operator whose

use cases may not be widespread. In this work, we report

upon the network traffic observed in some of Facebook’s dat-

acenters. While Facebook operates a number of traditional

datacenter services like Hadoop, its core Web service and

supporting cache infrastructure exhibit a number of behav-

iors that contrast with those reported in the literature. We

report on the contrasting locality, stability, and predictability

of network traffic in Facebook’s datacenters, and comment

on their implications for network architecture, traffic engi-

neering, and switch design.

Keywords
Datacenter traffic patterns

CCS Concepts
•Networks ! Network measurement; Data center net-

works; Network performance analysis; Network monitor-

ing; Social media networks;
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1. INTRODUCTION

Datacenters are revolutionizing the way in which we de-

sign networks, due in large part to the vastly different engi-

neering constraints that arise when interconnecting a large

number of highly interdependent homogeneous nodes in a

relatively small physical space, as opposed to loosely cou-

pled heterogeneous end points scattered across the globe.

While many aspects of network and protocol design hinge

on these physical attributes, many others require a firm un-

derstanding of the demand that will be placed on the network

by end hosts. Unfortunately, while we understand a great

deal about the former (i.e., that modern cloud datacenters

connect 10s of thousands of servers using a mix of 10-Gbps

Ethernet and increasing quantities of higher-speed fiber in-

terconnects), the latter tend to be not disclosed publicly.

Hence, many recent proposals are motivated by lightly

validated assumptions regarding datacenter workloads, or, in

some cases, workload traces from a single, large datacenter

operator [12, 26]. These traces are dominated by traffic gen-

erated as part of a major Web search service, which, while

certainly significant, may differ from the demands of other

major cloud services. In this paper, we study sample work-

loads from within Facebook’s datacenters. We find that traf-

fic studies in the literature are not entirely representative of

Facebook’s demands, calling into question the applicability

of some of the proposals based upon these prevalent assump-

tions on datacenter traffic behavior. This situation is partic-

ularly acute when considering novel network fabrics, traffic

engineering protocols, and switch designs.

As an example, a great deal of effort has gone into iden-

tifying effective topologies for datacenter interconnects [4,

19, 21, 36]. The best choice (in terms of cost/benefit trade-

off) depends on the communication pattern between end

hosts [33]. Lacking concrete data, researchers often de-

sign for the worst case, namely an all-to-all traffic matrix

in which each host communicates with every other host with

equal frequency and intensity [4]. Such an assumption leads

to the goal of delivering maximum bisection bandwidth [4,

23, 36], which may be overkill when demand exhibits sig-

nificant locality [17].

In practice, production datacenters tend to enforce a cer-

tain degree of oversubscription [12, 21], assuming that either

the end-host bandwidth far exceeds actual traffic demands,

123

ACM SIGCOMM, 

• Only one data point

• How did they collect measurements?

• Workload + management = observations?

• Data is available to play with; link on course-page
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Maybe you could do this at the servers?

• Log everything all the time?! 
Expensive / infeasible (?)

• Log with sampling?!
Samples might miss problems

• Re-play with logging ON?!
Useless for “Heisenbugs”
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Flexible

10 Gbps, 84 Byte packets ⇒ 67 ns time budget

Context: CPU-memory takes tens of ns

slow, CPU-expensive
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• Packet I/O

• Context-switching overheads

• Packet classification

Flexible slow, CPU-expensive

Sidenote: packet processing in software
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Sidenote: packet processing in software

Understanding the Packet Processing Capability
of Multi-Core Servers

Norbert Egi‡, Mihai Dobrescu†, Jianqing Du†, Katerina Argyraki†, Byung-Gon Chun§, Kevin Fall§,
Gianluca Iannaccone§, Allan Knies§, Maziar Manesh§, Laurent Mathy‡, Sylvia Ratnasamy§

§ Intel Research, † EPFL, ‡ Lancaster University

Abstract
Compared to specialized network equipment, software
routers running on commodity servers allow program-
mers to rapidly build and (re)program networks using the
software and hardware platforms they tend to be most fa-
miliar with—that of the general-purpose computer. Un-
fortunately, the Achilles’ heel of software routers has
been performance; commodity servers have tradition-
ally proven incapable of high-speed packet processing
thereby motivating an entire industry around the devel-
opment of specialized network hardware and software.

However, recent advances in PC technology promise
significant speed-ups for applications amenable to paral-
lelization; router workloads appear ideally suited to ex-
ploit these advances. This leads us to question whether
it is now (or soon will be) plausible to scale software
routers to current high-speed networks. As a first step
toward answering this question, we study the packet-
processing capability of current commodity multi-core
servers: we identify performance bottlenecks, evalu-
ate tradeoffs between performance and programma-
bility, and discuss what changes are needed to fur-
ther scale the packet-processing capability of general-
purpose servers.

1 Introduction

To what extent are general-purpose processors capable of
high-speed packet processing? The answer to this ques-
tion could have significant implications for how future
network infrastructure is built. To date, the development
of network equipment (switches, routers, various middle-
boxes) has focused primarily on achieving high perfor-
mance for relatively limited forms of packet processing.
However, as networks take on increasingly sophisticated
functionality (e.g., data loss protection, application ac-
celeration, intrusion detection), and as major ISPs com-
pete in offering new services (e.g., video, mobility sup-
port services), there is an increasing need for network
equipment that is programmable and extensible. Both in-
dustry and research have indeed started tackling the is-
sue [4, 10, 12, 13, 15].

In current networking equipment, high performance
and programmability are competing goals—if not mu-

tually exclusive. On the one hand, we have high-
end switches and routers that offer very high perfor-
mance but, because they rely on specialized and closed
hardware and software, are notoriously difficult to ex-
tend, program, or otherwise experiment with. On the
other hand, we have “software routers,” where packet-
processing is performed in software running on general-
purpose platforms; these are easily programmable, but
have so far been suitable only for low-packet-rate envi-
ronments such as small enterprises [12].

The challenge of building network infrastructure that
is programmable and capable of high performance can
be approached from one of two extreme starting points.

One approach would be to start with existing high-end,
specialized devices and retro-fit programmability into
them. For example, some router vendors have announced
plans to support limited APIs that will allow third-party
developers to change/extend the software part of their
products (which does not typically involve core packet
processing) [4, 15]. A larger degree of programmabil-
ity is possible with network-processor chips, which of-
fer a “semi-specialized” option, i.e., implement only the
most expensive packet-processing operations in special-
ized hardware and run the rest on conventional proces-
sors. While certainly an improvement we note that, in
practice, network processors have proven hard to pro-
gram: in the best case, the programmer needs to learn
a new programming paradigm; in the worst, she must be
aware of (and program to avoid) low-level issues like re-
source contention during parallel execution or expensive
memory accesses [19, 21].1

From the opposite end of the spectrum, a different ap-
proach would be to start with software routers and opti-
mize their packet-processing performance. The allure of
this approach is that it would allow developers to build
and program networks using the operating systems and
hardware platforms they tend to be most familiar with.
Such networks also promise greater extensibility: data
and control plane functionality can be modified as de-
sired through a software-only upgrade and router devel-

1This remains true even with recent commercial products [2,3] that
combine specialized and general-purpose processors; based on discus-
sion with vendors, these products do allow some portion of the traffic
to be processed in software running on general-purpose processors but
offer no performance guarantees for such processing.
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Figure 13: Filtering performance
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Figure 14: Per-flow monitoring performance

dated (and created if it doesn’t exist). Fig. 14 shows the
packets-per-second forwarded as a function of the num-
ber of cores. We see that performance is similar to the
case of IP routing and filtering and can be attributed to
the same causes and bottlenecks.

7 Projected Improvements and Summary

Our results identified two major causes that limit the for-
warding performance of our server: (1) the shared na-
ture of the FSB that causes it to be easily saturated and
(2) the inordinately high per-packet overheads that result
from current packet descriptor handling. In this section,
we discuss two approaches to tackling these issues. We
stress that the results presented here are not intended to
be comprehensive or conclusive; our intent is merely to
offer preliminary evidence of the potential benefits of the
solutions we discuss.

Replacing shared buses by point-to-point links The
first “solution” is simply to use server architectures that
altogether eschew the use of a shared FSB. Fortunately,
this is exactly the design philosophy being adopted by
newer server architectures. For example, Fig. 7 shows
the high-level “mesh” architecture to be supported by the
emerging generation of multi-core servers [11].6

6These architectures are essentially the multi-socket configuration
for the recently released single-socket Nehalem platform. Unfortu-
nately the currently available single-socket machines do not offer the
benefit of multiple memory controllers; the multi-socket machines are

Figure 15: Mesh server architectures based on point-to-
point inter-socket links

These mesh architectures bring two fundamental
changes relative to the shared-bus one: First, the FSB
is replaced by a mesh of dedicated high-speed point-to-
point links between sockets (e.g., AMD’s Direct Con-
nect(tm) or Intel’s QuickPath(tm) links), thus removing a
potential bottleneck for inter-CPU communication. Sec-
ond, the single external memory controller (previously
shared across CPUs) is replaced with a memory con-
troller integrated within each CPU; this leads to a dra-
matic increase in aggregate memory bandwidth, as each
CPU now has a dedicated link to a portion of the mem-
ory space. We use the term “k-mesh” to refer to a mesh
architecture with k sockets; the figure shows a k = 2 and
k = 4-socket example. We note that the mesh architecture
described above is inspired by earlier designs of AMD
Opteron-based PCs [1] but extends them in two key ways
to improve scalability: (1) sockets are connected in a full
mesh rather than a grid and (2) each socket has its own
I/O link.7

Compared to the shared-bus Xeon, in a mesh architec-
ture, no single bus sees its load grow with the aggregate
of memory transactions. Instead, each inter-socket link
only carries load driven by the CPUs and local memory
systems it interconnects. Thus, for the same external line
rate, we can expect the per-bus load to be lower in a mesh
architecture than in a shared-bus one.

Using reasoning similar to that from Section 5, one
can argue that for the 4-mesh, each packet contributes at
least 2 memory-bus transactions, 0 inter-socket commu-
nication transactions and 2 PCIe transactions. In a quad-

expected to be available by late 2009.
7We repeated our minimal-forwarding test on a Sun x4500 with 4

dual-core 3.0GHz Opteron 8222 CPUs and 16GB of system memory
but achieved a performance of only 6.4Mpps, lower than with our Xeon
server. We suspect the poor performance is due to the two scaling liabil-
ities mentioned above but lack the necessary tools to carefully analyze
performance on this machine. We thus continued with our focus on In-
tel mesh-based servers.

11

2.5 Gbps
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• IF you were able to monitor and log every single packet, what 
would you do?

• What if you knew (a significant chunk of) the traffic in advance?



A LOT of measurement infrastructure, data
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PlanetLab

Seattle P2P testbed

RouteViews

DIMES

CAIDA

M-Lab

iPlane

My MOOC!

…



A challenge for you!











What can we do for networking?!
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acenter deployments, the number of required protocols
can be substantially reduced.

Inspired by the community’s ability to scale out com-
puting with parallel arrays of commodity servers, we
sought a similar approach for networking. This paper
describes our experience with building five generations
of custom data center network hardware and software
leveraging commodity hardware components, while ad-
dressing the control and management requirements in-
troduced by our approach. We used the following prin-
ciples in constructing our networks:

Clos topologies: To support graceful fault tol-
erance, increase the scale/bisection of our datacenter
networks, and accommodate lower radix switches, we
adopted Clos topologies [2, 9, 15] for our datacenters.
Clos topologies can scale to nearly arbitrary size by
adding stages to the topology, principally limited by
failure domain considerations and control plane scala-
bility. They also have substantial in-built path diversity
and redundancy, so the failure of any individual ele-
ment can result in relatively small capacity reduction.
However, they introduce substantial challenges as well,
including managing the fiber fanout and more complex
routing across multiple equal-cost paths.

Merchant silicon: Rather than use commercial
switches targeting small-volume, large feature sets, and
high reliability, we targeted general-purpose merchant
switch silicon, commodity priced, o↵ the shelf, switch-
ing components. To keep pace with server bandwidth
demands which scale with cores per server and Moore’s
Law, we emphasized bandwidth density and frequent re-
fresh cycles. Regularly upgrading network fabrics with
the latest generation of commodity switch silicon allows
us to deliver exponential growth in bandwidth capacity
in a cost-e↵ective manner.

Centralized control protocols: Control and man-
agement becomes substantially more complex with Clos
topologies because we dramatically increase the num-
ber of discrete switching elements. Existing routing
and management protocols were not well-suited to such
an environment. To control this complexity, we ob-
served that individual datacenter switches played a pre-
determined forwarding role based on the cluster plan.
We took this observation to one extreme by collecting
and distributing dynamically changing link state infor-
mation from a central, dynamically-elected, point in the
network. Individual switches could then calculate for-
warding tables based on current link state relative to a
statically configured topology.

Overall, our software architecture more closely resem-
bles control in large-scale storage and compute plat-
forms than traditional networking protocols. Network
protocols typically use soft state based on pair-wise
message exchange, emphasizing local autonomy. We
were able to use the distinguishing characteristics and
needs of our datacenter deployments to simplify control
and management protocols, anticipating many of the
tenets of modern Software Defined Networking deploy-

Figure 1: Aggregate server tra�c in our datacenter fleet.

Figure 2: A traditional 2Tbps four-post cluster (2004). Top
of Rack (ToR) switches serving 40 1G-connected servers
were connected via 1G links to four 512 1G port Cluster
Routers (CRs) connected with 10G sidelinks.

ments [13]. The datacenter networks described in this
paper represent some of the largest in the world, are in
deployment at dozens of sites across the planet, and sup-
port thousands of internal and external services, includ-
ing external use through Google Cloud Platform. Our
cluster network architecture found substantial reuse for
inter-cluster networking in the same campus and even
WAN deployments [19] at Google.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED

WORK

The tremendous growth rate of our infrastructure
served as key motivation for our work in datacenter
networking. Figure 1 shows aggregate server commu-
nication rates since 2008. Tra�c has increased 50x in
this time period, roughly doubling every year. A combi-
nation of remote storage access [7, 14], large-scale data
processing [10,18], and interactive web services [4] drive
our bandwidth demands.

In 2004, we deployed traditional cluster networks sim-
ilar to [5]. Figure 2 depicts this “four-post” cluster ar-
chitecture. We employed the highest density Ethernet
switches available, 512 ports of 1GE, to build the spine
of the network (CRs or cluster routers). Each Top of
Rack (ToR) switch connected to all four of the cluster
routers for both scale and fault tolerance.

With up to 40 servers per ToR, this approach sup-
ported 20k servers per cluster. However, high band-
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“Jupiter Rising: A Decade of Clos Topologies and Centralized Control in Google’s 
Datacenter Network”,  Arjun Singh et al. @ Google,  ACM SIGCOMM’15

Facebook: “machine to machine” traffic is several 
orders of magnitude larger than what goes out to 

the Internet
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IMC ’17, November 1–3, 2017, London, United Kingdom Q. Zhang et al.

Figure 1: Scatter plot of ToR-server links’ drop rates and utilization
across the data center. Drops only include congestion discards and
not packet corruptions. Measurements were taken at a granularity
of 4minutes, and samples were taken once per hour over the course
of 24 hours.

For large-scale measurements, the existing studies along these lines
have taken one of two approaches:
Packet sampling. One method of measuring networks is to exam-

ine packets directly. tcpdump provides this functionality, but raw
dumps are not tractable for medium- to long-term measurement
without substantial dedicated hardware/overhead [17]. Instead,
some studies sample packets using sFlow in the network [16] or
iptables collection on end hosts [18]. Sampling is typically done
such that only one packet in thousands or tens of thousands
are recorded. Facebook, for instance, typically samples packets
with a probability of 1 in 30,000. Packet sampling can provide
insight into tra�c patterns, as was the case in [18], which found
that patterns were mostly stable over time, but very di�erent for
di�erent applications.

Coarse-grained counters. An alternative to sampling packets is
to look at coarse-grained network counters like those provided
by SNMP [7]. Prior studies have relied heavily on such counters.
SNMP counters give up some information compared to packet
samples (e.g., source and destination), but provide a view into
the interaction of packets within the network. [6] and [9], for
example, analyze utilization/drops in networks, and found in-
dications of bursty behavior. Many data centers collect these
statistics by default as they provide useful aggregate statistics
and can be used to detect major problems in the network. Typical
granularities for SNMP collection in data centers are on the order
of minutes [6, 18].
In addition to the above, researchers have proposed switch hard-

ware modi�cations to provide more scalable, accurate measure-
ments [10, 12, 14, 20]; however, these are not deployed widely
enough to perform large-scale production measurements.

3 THE CASE FOR HIGH RESOLUTION
The granularity of coarse-grained counters and packet sampling
makes it di�cult to answer many important questions about the
underlying behavior of the network. As an example of how gran-
ularity can hinder our view of network behavior, Fig. 1 shows a
scatter plot of utilization and packet discard counters of ToR-server
links across a data center. For every ToR-server in the data center
we studied and every hour in a day, we sub-sample by randomly
picking a 4-minute interval for the hour and take measurements

(a) Low-utilization Port

(b) High-utilization Port
Figure 2: Time series of drops on two di�erent ports. (a) has rela-
tively low utilization, and (b) has relatively high utilization. Sam-
ples were taken at a granularity of 1min over a 12hr time span.

during that period. The utilization and drop rates are computed over
a 4-minute interval (the SNMP polling interval used in production).
Despite a wide range of observed average utilization, utilization
does not have a strong e�ect on drop rates (correlation coe�cient
of 0.098).

Part of the issue is that, at this granularity, only severe or sus-
tained congestion would result in high drop rates. The time series of
switch behavior shown in Fig. 2 provides some further insight into
why utilization and drop rate do not match. We chose two switch
ports that were experiencing congestion drops and plotted their
drops at a granularity of 1 minute over time over the course of 12
hours. One switch port had relatively low utilization (⇠9%) as it was
on the critical path for web requests. The other had high utilization
(⇠43%) and ran o�ine data processing. In both cases, drops occur
in bursts, often lasting less than the measurement granularity (1
minute in this case). Succeeding intervals often have no drops.

We therefore pose the following questions:
• What do bursts look like and how often do they occur?
• What role do µbursts (high utilization lasting <1ms) play?
• Does network behavior di�er signi�cantly inside a burst?
• Is there synchronized behavior during bursts?

4 DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY
To answer the above questions, we built a measurement framework
that is able to collect extremely �ne-grained samples of various
switch statistics. The goal of our framework is to be able to observe
network changes that occur on the order of a few RTTs. In this sec-
tion, we describe the framework we built for collecting �ne-grained
switch measurements, the associated collection methodology, and
the resulting data sets.

“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

Average utilization (fraction)

Average 
drop rate 
(fraction)

4-minute 
aggregation
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“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

Deployment
• One of the largest data centers at Facebook with a 3-tier 

Clos network


• Only collect from ToRs due to deployment constraints


• 10Gbps server links and 4x40Gbps ToR uplinks

Measure at ToR, 
25 μs granularity



Low overall utilization, with some bursts
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“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

% link utilization

CDF

Distribution of Link Utilization

25 μs



“Bursts”: short high-utilization periods
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“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

% link utilization

CDF

Distribution of Link Utilization

25 μs



“Bursts”: continuous 25 μs intervals with >50%
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“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

Burst duration (μs)

CDF

Bursts are Short
• Burst: an unbroken sequence of hot samples (> 50% util)

25 μs

μ-bursts cause 
most drops!



Link utilization skewed at small timescales
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“High-Resolution Measurement of Data Center Microbursts”,  
Zhang et al.,  ACM IMC’17 — data from Facebook

Mean absolute deviation in link utilization

CDF

Efficacy of Network Load Balancing
• 4 ToR Uplinks: compute mean absolute deviation (MAD) for each polling interval


• MAD = mean( |u - u ̅| / u̅ ), so MAD=0 means perfect load balancing

40 μs
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“Cloud 3.0 and Software Defined Networking” 
Talk by Amin Vahdat, Oct. 2016
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Figure 4: Per-second traffic locality by system type over a two-minute span: Hadoop (top left), Web server (top right), cache
follower (bottom left) and leader (bottom right) (Note the differing y axes)

inter-datacenter traffic is present in larger quantities. Fron-
tend cluster traffic, including Web servers and the atten-
dant cache followers, stays largely within the cluster: 68%
of Web server traffic during the capture plotted here stays
within the cluster, 80% of which is destined to cache sys-
tems; the Multifeed systems and the SLB servers get 8%
each. While miscellaneous background traffic is present, the
volume of such traffic is relatively inconsequential.

Cache systems, depending on type, see markedly different
localities, though along with Web servers the intra-rack lo-
cality is minimal. Frontend cache followers primarily send
traffic in the form of responses to Web servers (88%), and
thus see high intra-cluster traffic—mostly servicing cache
reads. Due to load balancing (see Section 5.2), this traffic
is spread quite widely; during this two-minute interval the
cache follower communicates with over 75% of the hosts in
the cluster, including over 90% of the Web servers. Cache
leaders maintain coherency across clusters and the backing
databases, engaging primarily in intra- and inter-datacenter
traffic—a necessary consequence of the cache being a "sin-
gle geographically distributed instance." [15]

The stability of these traffic patterns bears special men-
tion. While Facebook traffic is affected by the diurnal traffic
pattern noted by Benson et al. [12], the relative proportions
of the locality do not change—only the total amount of traf-
fic. Over short enough periods of time, the graph looks es-
sentially flat and unchanging. In order to further investigate
the cause and particulars of this stability, we turn our atten-
tion to the traffic matrix itself.

Locality All Hadoop FE Svc. Cache DB
Rack 12.9 13.3 2.7 12.1 0.2 0

Cluster 57.5 80.9 81.3 56.3 13.0 30.7
DC 11.9 3.3 7.3 15.7 40.7 34.5

Inter-DC 17.7 2.5 8.6 15.9 16.1 34.8
Percentage 23.7 21.5 18.0 10.2 5.2

Table 3: Different clusters have different localities; last row
shows each cluster’s contribution to total network traffic

4.3 Traffic matrix
In light of the surprising lack of rack locality and high

degree of traffic stability, we examine traffic from the more
long-term and zoomed-out perspective provided by Fbflow.

Table 3 shows the locality of traffic generated by all of
Facebook’s machines during a 24-hour period in January
2015 as reported by Fbflow. Facebook’s traffic patterns re-
main stable day-over-day—unlike the datacenter studied by
Delimitrou et al. [17]. The clear majority of traffic is intra-
cluster but not intra-rack (i.e., the 12.9% of traffic that stays
within a rack is not counted in the 57.5% of traffic labeled as
intra-cluster). Moreover, more traffic crosses between data-
centers than stays within a rack.

Table 3 further breaks down the locality of traffic gener-
ated by the top-five cluster types which, together, account for
78.6% of the traffic in Facebook’s network. Hadoop clusters
generate the most traffic (23.7% of all traffic), and are sig-
nificantly more rack-local than others, but even its traffic is
far from the 40–80% rack-local reported in the literature [12,

Figure 3: Mix of jobs in an example cluster with 12 blocks
of servers (left). Fraction of tra�c in each block destined
for remote blocks (right).

width applications had to fit under a single ToR to
avoid the heavily oversubscribed ToR uplinks. Deploy-
ing large clusters was important to our services because
there were many a�liated applications that benefited
from high bandwidth communication. Consider large-
scale data processing to produce and continuously re-
fresh a search index, web search, and serving ads as
a�liated applications. Larger clusters also substan-
tially improve bin-packing e�ciency for job scheduling
by reducing stranding from cases where a job cannot
be scheduled in any one cluster despite the aggregate
availability of su�cient resources across multiple small
clusters.

Maximum cluster scale is important for a more sub-
tle reason. Power is distributed hierarchically at the
granularity of the building, multi-Megawatt power gen-
erators, and physical datacenter rows. Each level of hi-
erarchy represents a unit of failure and maintenance.
For availability, cluster scheduling purposely spreads
jobs across multiple rows. Similarly, the required re-
dundancy in storage systems is in part determined by
the fraction of a cluster that may simultaneously fail as
a result of a power event. Hence, larger clusters lead to
lower storage overhead and more e�cient job scheduling
while meeting diversity requirements.

Running storage across a cluster requires both rack
and power diversity to avoid correlated failures. Hence,
cluster data should be spread across the cluster’s failure
domains for resilience. However, such spreading natu-
rally eliminates locality and drives the need for uni-
form bandwidth across the cluster. Consequently, stor-
age placement and job scheduling have little locality in
our cluster tra�c, as shown in Figure 3. For a rep-
resentative cluster with 12 blocks (groups of racks) of
servers, we show the fraction of tra�c destined for re-
mote blocks. If tra�c were spread uniformly across the
cluster, we would expect 11/12 of the tra�c (92%) to
be destined for other blocks. Figure 3 shows approxi-
mately this distribution for the median block, with only
moderate deviation.

While our traditional cluster network architecture
largely met our scale needs, it fell short in terms of
overall performance and cost. Bandwidth per host was
severely limited to an average of 100Mbps. Packet drops
associated with incast [8] and outcast [21] were severe

Figure 4: A generic 3 tier Clos architecture with edge
switches (ToRs), aggregation blocks and spine blocks. All
generations of Clos fabrics deployed in our datacenters fol-
low variants of this architecture.

pain points. Increasing bandwidth per server would
have substantially increased cost per server and reduced
cluster scale.
We realized that existing commercial solutions could

not meet our scale, management, and cost requirements.
Hence, we decided to build our own custom data center
network hardware and software. We started with the
key insight that we could scale cluster fabrics to near
arbitrary size by leveraging Clos topologies (Figure 4)
and the then-emerging (ca. 2003) merchant switching
silicon industry [12]. Table 1 summarizes a number of
the top-level challenges we faced in constructing and
managing building-scale network fabrics. The following
sections explain these challenges and the rationale for
our approach in detail.
For brevity, we omit detailed discussion of related

work in this paper. However, our topological approach,
reliance on merchant silicon, and load balancing across
multipath are substantially similar to contemporaneous
research [2,15]. In addition to outlining the evolution of
our network, we further describe inter cluster network-
ing, network management issues, and detail our control
protocols. Our centralized control protocols running on
switch embedded processors are also related to subse-
quent substantial e↵orts in Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) [13]. Based on our experience in the dat-
acenter, we later applied SDN to our Wide Area Net-
work [19]. For the WAN, more CPU intensive tra�c
engineering and BGP routing protocols led us to move
control protocols onto external servers with more plen-
tiful CPU from the embedded CPU controllers we were
able to utilize for our initial datacenter deployments.
Recent work on alternate network topologies such as

HyperX [1], Dcell [17], BCube [16] and Jellyfish [22]
deliver more e�cient bandwidth for uniform random
communication patterns. However, to date, we have
found that the benefits of these topologies do not make
up for the cabling, management, and routing challenges
and complexity.

3. NETWORK EVOLUTION

3.1 Firehose 1.0

Table 2 summarizes the multiple generations of our
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“Jupiter Rising: A Decade of Clos Topologies and 
Centralized Control in Google’s Datacenter Network”

Arjun Singh et al.,  ACM SIGCOMM’15

Google

“Inside the Social Network’s (Datacenter) Network”
Arjun Roy et al.,  ACM SIGCOMM’15
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“Network Traffic Characteristics of Data Centers in the Wild”
Theophilus Benson et al.,  ACM IMC’10
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Figure 8: The ratio of Extra-Rack to Intra-Rack traffic in the
data centers.

Next, we focus on the enterprise and university data centers.
With the exception of EDU1, these appear to be both very diffe-
rent from the cloud data centers and qualitatively similar to each
other: at least 50% of the server-originated traffic in the data cen-
ters leaves the racks, compared with under 25% for the cloud data
centers. These data centers run user-facing applications, such as
Web services and file servers. While this application mix is simi-
lar to CLD1–3 discussed above, the Intra/Extra rack usage patterns
are quite different. A possible reason for the difference is that the
placement of dependent services in enterprise and campus data cen-
ters may not be as optimized as the cloud data centers.

6.2 Link Utilizations vs Layer
Next, we examine the impact of the Extra-Rack traffic on the

links within the interconnect of the various data centers. We ex-
amine link utilization as a function of location in the data center
topology. Recall that all 10 data centers employed 2-Tiered or 3-
Tiered tree-like networks.
In performing this study, we studied several hundred 5-minute

intervals at random for each data center and examined the link uti-
lizations as reported by SNMP. In Figure 9, we present the utiliza-
tion for links across different layers in the data centers for one such
representative interval.
In general, we find that utilizations within the core/aggregation

layers are higher than those at the edge; this observation holds
across all classes of data centers. These findings support observa-
tions made by others [3], where the focus was on cloud data centers.
A key point to note, not raised by prior work [3], is that across

the various data centers, there are differences in the tail of the dis-
tributions for all layers–in some data centers, such as CLD4, there
is a greater prevalence of high utilization links (i.e., utilization 70%
or greater) especially in the core layer, while in others there are no
high utilization links in any layer (e.g., EDU1). Next, we examine
these high utilization links in greater depth.

6.3 Hot-spot Links
In this section, we study the hot-spot links—those with 70%

or higher utilization—unearthed in various data centers, focusing
on the persistence and prevalence of hot-spots. More specifically,
we aim to answer the following questions: (1) Do some links fre-
quently appear as hot-spots? How does this result vary across lay-
ers and data centers? (2) How does the set of hot-spot links in
a layer change over time? (3) Do hot-spot links experience high
packet loss?

(a)
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Figure 9: CDF of link utilizations (percentage) in each layer.

6.3.1 Persistence and Prevalence
In Figure 10, we present the distribution of the percentage of

time intervals that a link is a hot-spot. We note from Figures 10(a)
and (b) that very few links in either the edge or aggregation lay-
ers are hot-spots, and this observations holds across all data centers
and data center types. Specifically, only 3% of the links in these
two layers appear as a hot-spot for more than 0.1% of time inter-
vals. When edge links are congested, they tend to be congested
continuously, as in CLD2, where a very small fraction of the edge
links appear as hot-spots in 90% of the time intervals.
In contrast, we find that the data centers differ significantly in

their core layers (Figure 10(c)). Our data centers cluster into 3 hot-
spot classes: (1) Low Persistence-Low Prevalence: This class of
data centers comprises those where the hot-spots are not localized
to any set of links. This includes PRV2, EDU1, EDU2, EDU3,
CLD1, and CLD3, where any given core link is a hot-spot for no
more than 10% of the time intervals; (2) High Persistence-Low
Prevalence: The second group of data centers is characterized by
hot-spots being localized to a small number of core links. This in-
cludes PRV1 and CLD2 where 3% and 8% of the core links, respec-
tively, each appear as hot-spots in> 50% of the time intervals; and
(3) High Persistence-High Prevalence: Finally, in the last group
containing CLD4 and CLD5, a significant fraction of the core links
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“Web servers and cache hosts have 
100s to 1000s of concurrent 

connections”
“Inside the Social Network’s (Datacenter) Network”

Arjun Roy et al.,  ACM SIGCOMM’15

Facebook
“Hadoop nodes have approximately 

25 concurrent connections on 
average.”

“The Nature of Datacenter Traffic: Measurements & Analysis”
Srikanth Kandula et al. (Microsoft Research),  ACM IMC’09

1500 server cluster @ ?? “median numbers of correspondents for a 
server are two (other) servers within its 
rack and four servers outside the rack”
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“median inter-arrival times of 
approximately 2ms”“Inside the Social Network’s (Datacenter) Network”

Arjun Roy et al.,  ACM SIGCOMM’15

Facebook

“The Nature of Datacenter Traffic: Measurements & Analysis”
Srikanth Kandula et al. (Microsoft Research),  ACM IMC’09

1500 server cluster @ ??
< 0.1x Facebook’s rate
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Hadoop:   median flow <1KB
<5% exceed 1MB or 100sec

Caching:   most flows are long-lived

… but bursty internally

Heavy-hitters ≈ median flow, not persistent

> 80% of the flows last <10sec
> 50% bytes are in flows lasting less <25sec

“Inside the Social Network’s (Datacenter) Network”
Arjun Roy et al.,  ACM SIGCOMM’15

Facebook

“The Nature of Datacenter Traffic: Measurements & Analysis”
Srikanth Kandula et al. (Microsoft Research),  ACM IMC’09

1500 server cluster @ ??



So … what does data 
center traffic look like?
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on …

• applications
• scale
• network design
• …

… and very little data is available
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Data center internal traffic is BIG1

Tight deadlines for network I/O2

Congestion and TCP incast3

Complex network shared by applications4

Centralized control at the flow level may be difficult5
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Data center internal traffic is BIG1

acenter deployments, the number of required protocols
can be substantially reduced.

Inspired by the community’s ability to scale out com-
puting with parallel arrays of commodity servers, we
sought a similar approach for networking. This paper
describes our experience with building five generations
of custom data center network hardware and software
leveraging commodity hardware components, while ad-
dressing the control and management requirements in-
troduced by our approach. We used the following prin-
ciples in constructing our networks:

Clos topologies: To support graceful fault tol-
erance, increase the scale/bisection of our datacenter
networks, and accommodate lower radix switches, we
adopted Clos topologies [2, 9, 15] for our datacenters.
Clos topologies can scale to nearly arbitrary size by
adding stages to the topology, principally limited by
failure domain considerations and control plane scala-
bility. They also have substantial in-built path diversity
and redundancy, so the failure of any individual ele-
ment can result in relatively small capacity reduction.
However, they introduce substantial challenges as well,
including managing the fiber fanout and more complex
routing across multiple equal-cost paths.

Merchant silicon: Rather than use commercial
switches targeting small-volume, large feature sets, and
high reliability, we targeted general-purpose merchant
switch silicon, commodity priced, o↵ the shelf, switch-
ing components. To keep pace with server bandwidth
demands which scale with cores per server and Moore’s
Law, we emphasized bandwidth density and frequent re-
fresh cycles. Regularly upgrading network fabrics with
the latest generation of commodity switch silicon allows
us to deliver exponential growth in bandwidth capacity
in a cost-e↵ective manner.

Centralized control protocols: Control and man-
agement becomes substantially more complex with Clos
topologies because we dramatically increase the num-
ber of discrete switching elements. Existing routing
and management protocols were not well-suited to such
an environment. To control this complexity, we ob-
served that individual datacenter switches played a pre-
determined forwarding role based on the cluster plan.
We took this observation to one extreme by collecting
and distributing dynamically changing link state infor-
mation from a central, dynamically-elected, point in the
network. Individual switches could then calculate for-
warding tables based on current link state relative to a
statically configured topology.

Overall, our software architecture more closely resem-
bles control in large-scale storage and compute plat-
forms than traditional networking protocols. Network
protocols typically use soft state based on pair-wise
message exchange, emphasizing local autonomy. We
were able to use the distinguishing characteristics and
needs of our datacenter deployments to simplify control
and management protocols, anticipating many of the
tenets of modern Software Defined Networking deploy-

Figure 1: Aggregate server tra�c in our datacenter fleet.

Figure 2: A traditional 2Tbps four-post cluster (2004). Top
of Rack (ToR) switches serving 40 1G-connected servers
were connected via 1G links to four 512 1G port Cluster
Routers (CRs) connected with 10G sidelinks.

ments [13]. The datacenter networks described in this
paper represent some of the largest in the world, are in
deployment at dozens of sites across the planet, and sup-
port thousands of internal and external services, includ-
ing external use through Google Cloud Platform. Our
cluster network architecture found substantial reuse for
inter-cluster networking in the same campus and even
WAN deployments [19] at Google.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED

WORK

The tremendous growth rate of our infrastructure
served as key motivation for our work in datacenter
networking. Figure 1 shows aggregate server commu-
nication rates since 2008. Tra�c has increased 50x in
this time period, roughly doubling every year. A combi-
nation of remote storage access [7, 14], large-scale data
processing [10,18], and interactive web services [4] drive
our bandwidth demands.

In 2004, we deployed traditional cluster networks sim-
ilar to [5]. Figure 2 depicts this “four-post” cluster ar-
chitecture. We employed the highest density Ethernet
switches available, 512 ports of 1GE, to build the spine
of the network (CRs or cluster routers). Each Top of
Rack (ToR) switch connected to all four of the cluster
routers for both scale and fault tolerance.

With up to 40 servers per ToR, this approach sup-
ported 20k servers per cluster. However, high band-
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“Jupiter Rising: A Decade of Clos Topologies and Centralized Control in Google’s 
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Facebook: “machine to machine” traffic is several 
orders of magnitude larger than what goes out to 

the Internet
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Figure : An exampleClos network betweenAggregation and In-
termediate switches provides a richly-connected backbone well-
suited for VLB. The network is built with two separate address
families— topologically significant LocatorAddresses (LAs) and
flat Application Addresses (AAs).

dundancy to improve reliability at higher layers of the hierarchical
tree. Despite these techniques, we find that in . of failures all
redundant components in a network device group became unavail-
able (e.g., the pair of switches that comprise each node in the con-
ventional network (Figure ) or both the uplinks from a switch). In
one incident, the failure of a core switch (due to a faulty supervi-
sor card) affected ten million users for about four hours. We found
the main causes of these downtimes are networkmisconfigurations,
firmware bugs, and faulty components (e.g., ports). With no obvi-
ous way to eliminate all failures from the top of the hierarchy, VL’s
approach is to broaden the topmost levels of the network so that the
impact of failures is muted and performance degrades gracefully,
moving from : redundancy to n:m redundancy.

4. VIRTUAL LAYER TWO NETWORKING
Before detailing our solution, we brieflydiscuss our design prin-

ciples and preview how they will be used in the VL design.
Randomizing to Cope with Volatility: VL copes with

the high divergence and unpredictability of data-center traffic
matrices by using Valiant Load Balancing to do destination-
independent (e.g., random) traffic spreading across multiple inter-
mediate nodes. We introduce our network topology suited for VLB
in §., and the corresponding flow spreading mechanism in §..

VLB, in theory, ensures a non-interfering packet switched net-
work [], the counterpart of a non-blocking circuit switched net-
work, as long as (a) traffic spreading ratios are uniform, and (b) the
offered traffic patterns do not violate edge constraints (i.e., line card
speeds). To meet the latter condition, we rely on TCP’s end-to-end
congestion control mechanism. While our mechanisms to realize
VLB do not perfectly meet either of these conditions, we show in
§. that our scheme’s performance is close to the optimum.

Building on proven networking technology: VL is based on
IP routing and forwarding technologies that are already available
in commodity switches: link-state routing, equal-cost multi-path
(ECMP) forwarding, IP anycasting, and IP multicasting. VL uses
a link-state routing protocol to maintain the switch-level topology,
but not to disseminate endhosts’ information.This strategyprotects
switches from needing to learn voluminous, frequently-changing
host information. Furthermore, the routing design uses ECMP for-
warding along with anycast addresses to enable VLB with minimal
control plane messaging or churn.

Separating names from locators: The data center network
must support agility, whichmeans, in particular, support for hosting
any service on any server, for rapid growing and shrinking of server
pools, and for rapid virtual machine migration. In turn, this calls
for separating names from locations. VL’s addressing scheme sep-
arates server names, termed application-specific addresses (AAs),
from their locations, termed location-specific addresses (LAs). VL
uses a scalable, reliable directory system to maintain the mappings
between names and locators. A shim layer running in the network
stack on every server, called the VL agent, invokes the directory
system’s resolution service. We evaluate the performance of the di-
rectory system in §..

Embracing End Systems: The rich and homogeneous pro-
grammability available at data-center hosts provides a mechanism
to rapidly realize new functionality. For example, the VL agent en-
ables fine-grained path control by adjusting the randomization used
in VLB. The agent also replaces Ethernet’s ARP functionality with
queries to the VL directory system. The directory system itself is
also realized on servers, rather than switches, and thus offers flexi-
bility, such as fine-grained, context-aware server access control and
dynamic service re-provisioning.

We next describe each aspect of the VL system and how they
work together to implement a virtual layer- network.These aspects
include the network topology, the addressing and routing design,
and the directory that manages name-locator mappings.

4.1 Scale-out Topologies
As described in §., conventional hierarchical data-center

topologies have poor bisection bandwidth and are also suscepti-
ble to major disruptions due to device failures at the highest levels.
Rather than scale up individual network devices with more capac-
ity and features, we scale out the devices — build a broad network
offering huge aggregate capacity using a large number of simple, in-
expensive devices, as shown in Figure . This is an example of a
folded Clos network [] where the links between the Intermedi-
ate switches and the Aggregation switches form a complete bipar-
tite graph. As in the conventional topology, ToRs connect to two
Aggregation switches, but the large number of paths between ev-
ery two Aggregation switches means that if there are n Intermedi-
ate switches, the failure of any one of them reduces the bisection
bandwidth by only 1/n–a desirable graceful degradation of band-
width that we evaluate in §.. Further, it is easy and less expen-
sive to build a Clos network for which there is no over-subscription
(further discussion on cost is in §). For example, in Figure , we
use DA-port Aggregation and DI -port Intermediate switches, and
connect these switches such that the capacity between each layer is
DIDA/2 times the link capacity.

The Clos topology is exceptionally well suited for VLB in that by
indirectly forwarding traffic through an Intermediate switch at the
top tier or “spine” of the network, the network can provide band-
width guarantees for any traffic matrices subject to the hose model.
Meanwhile, routing is extremely simple and resilient on this topol-
ogy — take a random path up to a random intermediate switch and
a random path down to a destination ToR switch.

VL leverages the fact that at every generation of technol-
ogy, switch-to-switch links are typically faster than server-to-switch
links, and trends suggest that this gap will remain. Our current de-
sign uses G server links and G switch links, and the next design
point will probably be G server links with G switch links. By
leveraging this gap, we reduce the number of cables required to im-
plement the Clos (as compared with a fat-tree []), and we simplify
the task of spreading load over the links (§.).
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Tight deadlines for network I/O2

Suppose: server response-time is 10ms for 99% of requests; 1s for 1%

#Servers Probability job takes >1s

1 1%

100 63%

Need to reduce variability and tolerate some variation
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TCP does not work very well

Congestion and TCP incast3
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Congestion control with cwnd <<1?
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Applications with different objectives sharing the network

Complex network shared by applications4
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this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
First, the PV may simply be the web server itself, or a

PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
The first time a client contacts a domain, it obtains
a PC from the PV prior to initiating the application-
level request to the server; thereafter, it can contact
the server directly. Thus, the first connection takes two
RTTs (as in TCP), and subsequent connections require
a single RTT. This will be highly e�ective for domains
that attract the same user frequently, such as popular
web sites or content distribution networks.

Second, trusted third parties could run a PV service.
The advantage is that a client can avoid paying an RTT
delay for each new server or domain. The disadvantage
is that servers need to trust a third party. But this is
not unprecedented: certificate authorities and the root
DNS servers are examples in today’s Internet.

The above two solutions, and multiple di�erent trusted
third parties, can exist in parallel. If the client uses a
PV the server does not trust, it can fall back to a 3WH
and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.
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How do we manage sharing?
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Implications for networking
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Distributed control, perhaps with some centralized tinkering?

Centralized control at the flow level may be difficult5



How do we use networks best?
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Food for thought …



Are DCs even the right way?
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[Mick Stevens for New Yorker]



Brocken Inaglory [CC BY-SA 3.0] via Wikimedia







Mega DCs vs. many smaller sites
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• Latency?

• Application complexity?

• Management complexity?

• Multiplexing?

• Need a “cache-hierarchy” structure?



Next lecture …




